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Collaborative Filtering and Recommender Systems

Definitions

Recommendation generation problem. Given aset of usersand their (incom-
plete)preferencesoverset of items, find, for each usernew items for which they
would have high preferences.

Users. C = {c1, . . . , cM}: a set ofusers.

Items. S = {s1, . . . , sn}: a set ofitems.

Utility. u : C × S −→ R.

u(c, s): utility, or rating or preference of userc for item s.

Typically, utility function is incomplete.

Utility function u(c, s) can also be viewed as autility matrix u[., .], where
u[i, j] = u(ci, sj). Matrix u[] is typically sparse.

Problem. The main problem solved by collaborative filtering methods/recommender
systems can be phrased in a number of ways:

• User-based recommendations.Given a userc find itemss′
1
, . . . s′k (such

thatu(c, s′i) is undefined), for whichc is predicted to have highest utility.

• Individual ratings. Given a userc and an items, predictu(c, s).

• Item-based recommendations.Given an items, find usersc′
1
, . . . , c′k, (s.t.,

c′i, s is undefined) for whichu(s, c′i) is predicted to be the highest.
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Recommender Systems

Recommender System: a system, which givenC, S and apartial utility function
u, solves one or more of the problems of recommendation generation.

Content-based recommendation systems:recommend itemssimilar to the ones
preferred by the user in the past.

Collaborative recommendation systems:recommend items thatother users with
similar preferences find to be of high utilitiy.

Hybrid recommendation systems: combine content-based and collaborative rec-
ommendations.

Content-based recommendation systems.Content-based recommendation sys-
tems use methodology similar to that used inInformation Retrieval. These meth-
ods will be covered separately.

Collaborative Filtering in Recommender Systems

Idea. Given c ∈ C ands ∈ S, estimateu(c, s) based on theknown utilities
u(c′, s) for item s for usersC ′ = {c′} ⊆ C.

Types. There are two types of collaborative filtering approaches:

1. Memory-based methods.These methods use differentheuristics to con-
struct utility predictions.

2. Model-based methods.These methods use the utility functionu to learn a
modelof a specific type. The model is then used to generate predictions.

Memory-based Collaborative Filtering.

Aggregation of the utilities. Memory-based collaborativefiltering methods
aggregratethe known utilitiesu(ci, s) for item s to predict the utility (rating) ofs
for userc (user-based aggregation):

u(c, s) = aggregateci∈Cu(ci, s).

Similar aggregation exists for items:

u(c, s) = aggregatesi∈Su(c, si).

Notation. Let s ∈ S be some item. AsCs we denote the set

Cs = {c ∈ C|u(s, c) is defined},

i.e., the set of all users which have an existing rating (utility) for item s.
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Similarly, for a userc ∈ C,

Sc = {s ∈ S|u(s, c) is defined}.

Notation. Let c ∈ C and letS = {s1, . . . , sn}. As u[c] we denote the (sparse)
vector:

u[c] = (u(c, s1), u(c, s2), . . . , u(c, sn)).

Note. In the computations below, whenever we see a value ofu(c, s) that is not
defined in the dataset, we assume that its value is0 in all computations.

Mean utility. The most simple collaborative filtering predictor is the mean utility.

u(c, s) =
1

|Cs|

∑

ci∈Cs

u(ci, s).

This is avery simplistic prediction, as it ignores various information about cur-
rent user’s preferences that is available to us.

Weighted sum. This predictor is one of the most commonly used. It assumes
existence of asimilarity function sim(., .) which reports the proximity between
utility vectors for two users.

u(c, s) = k ·
∑

c′ 6=c

sim(u[c], u[c′]) · u(c′, s),

wherek, thenormalization factor is typically set to

k =
1

∑

c′ 6=c |sim(u[c], u[c′])|

u(c, s) =
1

∑

c′ 6=c |sim(u[c], u[c′])|
·
∑

c′ 6=c

sim(u[c], u[c′]) · u(c′, s),

Weighted sumpredictor has one weakness:

• insensitivity to the fact that different users employ the rating/utility scale
differently when reporting their preferences.

Adjusted weighted sum. In predicting the utilities for a specific user, we take
into account, the user’s approach to rating the items. First, we compute the user’s
average ratinĝuc:

ūc =
1

|Sc|

∑

s′∈Sc

u(c, s′).

We then predictu(c, s) for some items ∈ S as follows:

u(c, s) = ūc + k ·
∑

c′ 6=c

sim(u[c], u[c′]) · (u(c′, s) − ūc′).

Here,k is the same normalizing factor as above.
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N Nearest Neighbors predictors

All predictors discussed above can be updatedto include only N nearest neigh-
bors of the userc in the comparison.

Let C ′
c = {c′ ∈ C|rank(sim(u[c], u[c′])) ≤ N} be the set ofN nearest neigh-

bors to userc using similarity functionsim(., .).

AverageNnn ranking.

u(s, c) =
1

N

∑

c′∈C′

c

u(c′, s).

Weighted Nnn sum.

u(c, s) = k ·
∑

c′∈C′

c

sim(u[c], u[c′]) · u(c′, s).

k =
1

∑

c′C′

c
|sim(c, c′)|

.

Adjusted weightedNnn sum.

u(c, s) = ūc + k ·
∑

c′∈C

sim(u[c], u[c′]) · (u(c′, s) − ūc′).

Similarity Measures

Two similarity measures are typically used in collaborative filtering.

Pearson Correlation.

sim(u[c], u[c′]) =

∑n
i=1(u(c, si) − ūc) · (u(c′, si) − ūc′)

√

∑n
i=1

(u(c, si) − ūc)2 ·
∑n

i=1
(u(c′, si) − ūc′)2

.

This measure reflectsstatistical correlation between the two (sparse) vectors of
data.

Cosine similarity.

sim(u[c], u[c′]) = cos(u[c], u[c′]) =
u[c] · u[c′]

||u[c]|| · ||u[c′]||
=

∑n
i=1

u(c, si) · u(c′, si)
√

∑n
i=1

u(c, si)2 ·
∑n

i=1
u(c′, si)2

.

Cosine similarity measures thecolinearity of the two vectors (it is 1 if the vectors
are colinear, and 0 if they are orthogonal).
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